Don, it's Ken Martin with The Austin Bulldog. I'm working on an article about Krista Laine v. Mackenzie Kelly for D6. In a video I had made at Laine's kickoff, she accuses you of being "connected to White Christian nationalists who live in East Texas and West Texas." I wanted to give you an opportunity to respond to that accusation, to include in the article. Please let me know.

Have you corrected your hit-piece article which features a perjured court record which was corrected 3 years after you repeated perjured accusations? After you fix that I'd be happy to respond to your inquiries.

You know I have not. You sued for defamation and lost. I published an article when your lawyer threatened to sue me again while you were running of RRISD trustee.

Zimmerman's lawyer threatens to sue the Bulldog... again
theaustinbulldog.org

If you want to leave unchallenged Laine's statement that you're connected to White Christian nationalists who live in East Texas and West Texas, that's up to you.
Your delusion is appalling. You mock objective Truth and pretend there is no defense from your partisan Godless lies; you cannot see that your opposition makes me stronger with the people who love Truth - they are my constituents. We're all getting older Ken, and even faster than we think. As the World's Greatest Teacher, who Christa Laine excludes from education under the specious banner of "inclusive education" would ask: "How can you escape being condemned to hell"? There is still time to repent - but it does get harder the longer you stick with anti-Christ bigotry. Have a blessed day.

My reporting has nothing to do with god. I go where the facts lead me and report accordingly.

Just answer: are you associating with White Christian nationalists or not? Everything else is irrelevant to the story I'm working on.

Here is my response: "White Christian nationalist" is a racist, religiously bigoted cultural Marxist meme. Only a racist claims a human being can be "white" - every human being is created in the image of God with a unique skin color or tone. Every human being ever created is a "person of color", but the anti-God racist-Marxist demands an arbitrary separation of humanity based on a superficial skin color impossible to even objectively define, nor does the Marxist-racist even offer a 'color-chart' or visible electromagnetic radiation spectrum-metric to distinguish who falls into victim-privileged color group vs. oppressor color group"
Do you have enough integrity to print my response? Because it contradicts the anti-God lying bigotry of your political religion and language of lies and false accusation, doesn’t it?

No, I won’t print the entire speech. A simple yes or no would suffice. If you want to leave it at that I’ll use the first sentence.

A “simple yes or no” cooperates with the lies of hell, as I explained succinctly in what you call a “speech”. As Jesus says, there is no truth in your god, and that “when he lies, he speaks his native language, for he is a liar and the father of lies”. You would be wise to stop serving the liar.

I give up. There is no point in continuing this exchange.